The Master of Science in Information Systems (MSIS) Online offers technical education with a business slant. Students gain the skills necessary to manage the technology of business and can immediately apply what they learn to their professions. Industry-driven coursework and opportunities for hands-on experience prepare graduates for leadership positions in one of today’s fastest-growing job sectors.

Delivered in an interactive and accessible online format, the MSIS Online is designed for maximum flexibility.
Our information systems curriculum integrates technology and business, preparing students to enter the growing market for technology professionals.

**Capstone Project**
Students complete a hands-on capstone project as the culmination of their degree. In the capstone, students put their classroom knowledge to work to complete a complex information systems project. Communication and deliverables are accomplished remotely. The capstone project is three credit hours completed over three semesters.

**Credit Hours**
- Core: 18
- Electives: 12

**Full- or Part-Time Format**
- Fall & Spring Semester Start

**Work-Compatible Class Schedule**
The online format enables students to complete coursework when and where it is convenient, with the ability to plan study time according to individual scheduling needs. The curriculum is highly structured. Frequent deadlines and weekly faculty webinars help students stay on track to graduate. Online courses follow the same timeline and rigorous modules as in-person courses. Once admitted, students meet with an advisor to map out an effective course of study.

**Employment Statistics**
- **Starting Salary**: $78,000+
- **Employment Rate**: 96%+

**Concurrent Degrees**
Students have the option to complete the MBA Online concurrently with the MSIS Online. Learn more at Eccles.link/MSISOnline-Concurrent.

**Career Development**
A dedicated career coach helps students prepare to enter the growing, competitive market for technology professionals. Students also complete a one-credit-hour career preparation and development class.